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Summary

Some studies are being carried out in the world to apply CDMA technology to a
new ATC communications system. We have studied the functional requirements for
a new CDMA communications system by another approach. Our approach focuses
on the features of current ATC communications. This paper describes the features of
current ATC communications and the functional requirements of the CDMA com-
munications system for ATC.

1 Introduction

Communications networks based on CDMA technology such as third generation cellular phone and
wireless LAN are diffused widely. They are different from ATC communications system: the area size
of base station, the frequency band, the procedures to communicate and so on. The differences should
be solved to apply CDMA to ATC communications. Previous working papers have described the crite-
ria including functional requirements for new ATC voice communications and data link. Existent and
suggested systems have been evaluated on the criteria[1, 2].

We discuss the functional requirements for a new CDMA communications system by another ap-
proach. Our approach focuses on the features of current ATC communications.

2 Features of current ATC communications

ATC voice communications on VHF has these features as follows.
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• Double side band amplitude modulation

• Half duplex byPush-To-Talkcommunications

• Party-line scheme

AM (Amplitude Modulation) is weak against noise. However, little interfered AM signal is still under-
standable for users. The operation of ATC voice communications is carried out with half duplex scheme.
While a station is transmitting, all of other stations should not be transmitting to avoid radio interference.
Any station receives signals except for during transmission. Therefore, party-line for voice communica-
tions can be constructed. VDL mode 2 is different from VHF ACARS. However, they have a common
feature, which is half duplex communications with CSMA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access) method. All
of these systems is based on half duplex scheme.

We list the functional requirements for new system[1, 2] below.

• Voice communications

– Pilot-controller talk group

– Pilot-controller selective addressing

– Direct pilot-pilot

– Broadcast capability

• Data link

– Air-to-ground and Ground-to-air addressed data transport

– Ground-to-air broadcast data transport

Althoughpilot-controller selective addressingin the above is not implemented to the current voice
communications, the function is required for convenience. We consider thatpilot-controller talk group
andbroadcast capabilityare essentially identical. Because transmitted signal from a station reaches most
of other stations in the domain of the base station which employs party-line style.Direct pilot-pilot is
necessary for direct communications between aircraft without relaying via ground facilities. The items
listed in data link are very similar to the requirements for voice.

If new ATC communications system using CDMA technology takes over the features of current
systems as described above, the system should satisfy the following communications types.

• Broadcast: a base station to mobile stations

• Broadcast: a mobile station to other stations

• Point to point: a base station to a mobile station

• Point to point: a mobile station to another mobile station
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3 Requirements of CDMA system for ATC

3.1 Spread spectrum scheme

CDMA technology is divided into two major methods. They areDirect Spread(DS) CDMA andFre-
quency Hopping(FH) CDMA.

DS-CDMA has essentially near-far problem. A general solution for near-far problem is transmission
power control at mobile stations. While the power control is used for constant receiving signal power at
base station, positional relation among mobile stations is not clear. Therefore, the power control is not
suitable for inter-mobile direct communications. If DS-CDMA is applied for ATC, some other techniques
such as cancellation method and subspace-projection method[3] will be also required to mitigate the
near-far problem between mobile stations.

High rate frequency hopping synthesizer is difficult to make. The spread factor of FH-CDMA is
usually smaller than that of DS-CDMA. Since FH-CDMA is free from near-far problem generally, the
power control like as DS-CDMA is not necessary. FH-CDMA is better than DS-CDMA in terms of
inter-mobile direct communications.

Multi-carrier type CDMA achieves better spread factor and better symbol rate than single-carrier
type CDMA. B-VHF (Broadband-VHF)[4, 5] and ADL (Advanced Airport Data Link)[6] are this type
of CDMA.

3.2 Radio band

Table 1 shows the candidates for ATC communications with CDMA technology.

Table 1: Candidates for ATC communications with CDMA technology

Band Range Remarks
HF 3—22 MHz long distance beyond line of sight

VHF 118—137 MHz line of sight
UHF 222—322 MHz almost for military use

L-band 960—1215 MHz for DME/TACAN
C-band 5000—5350 MHz for MLS, wireless LAN(indoor use)

HF band from 3 MHz to 22 MHz is used for aeronautical long distance communications. However,
the HF band is shared with other purposes and the aeronautical band is divided into many fragments.
Although HF wave reaches beyond line of sight, it can hardly acquire broadband for CDMA.

The current ATC communications system usually uses VHF band from 118 MHz to 137 MHz. The
band is exclusively assigned for ATC/AOC (Airline Operational Communications). ATC channels are
very congested especially in Europe and the United States. It is very difficult to reallocate the channels
for broadband. B-VHF[5] is an excellent solution to avoid the problem. If VOR band that is the neighbor
of ATC communications band becomes vacant, it will be another idea to reserve CDMA broadband in
VOR band.

UHF band from 222 MHz to 322 MHz is almost allocated for military use. Its characteristic is very
similar to VHF. However, it is very difficult to use the UHF band for civil aviation use. The L-band and
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C-band listed in Table 1 are originally allocated for navigation use. DME/TACAN stations are widely
assigned in the L-band. MLS stations in the C-band are much less common than DME/TACAN. ADL[6]
is an idea to turn over the C-band.

Higher frequency wave reaches shorter in range, and the bands except HF are seldom affected by
ionosphere. We recommend VHF band as the most suitable candidate of ATC communications with
CDMA technology.

3.3 Duplex scheme

Duplex scheme relates to the design of communications system. As we described in section 2, the current
systems (DSB-AM voice and ACARS) are based on half duplex. Half duplex system cannot transmit and
receive simultaneously. This is the essential point to construct party-line, because each station can listen
any time except transmitting time by itself. Since positional relation among mobile stations is unknown
generally, near-far problem between the stations is occurred in DS-CDMA system.

A representative example using half duplex is wireless LAN, i.e. IEEE 802.11 protocol series[7]. The
protocol employs CSMA/CA (Collision Avoidance) on media access control layer. This is a solution to
deliver half duplex. However, mobile stations must work in ad-hoc mode, which provides peer-to-peer
transmission, unless the LAN has an access point. The defect of half duplex such as CSMA/CA is
insufficient multiplexing and low traffic density. The most important advantage of CDMA is that many
signals can be distinct by spread code when the signals overlap each other. Therefore, half duplex doesn’t
take the advantage of CDMA.

Full duplex separates forward link and reverse link. The following structure is necessary to establish
party-line using full duplex: the information on reverse link should be caught at base station and re-
transmitted the information onto forward link. The structure needs a base station (or access point for
wireless LAN). Direct communications between mobile stations are impossible under the structure. To
solve this situation, we propose that CDMA system adopts TDD (Time Division Duplex) scheme.

Full duplex is classified into TDD and FDD (Frequency Division Duplex). The role of a mobile
station’s FDD links must be switched for inter-mobile direct communications, because the frequency of
forward link is different than the frequency of reverse link. On the other hand, if some extra time slots
in TDD scheme are reserved for special use, inter-mobile direct communications will be possible. More
advantages of TDD are described below.

• Available to set rates of forward link and reverse link asymmetrically

• Unnecessary providing a pair of radio frequency units

• Easy to control transmission power

• Unnecessary guard band

These advantages are desirable for narrow band CDMA.
Meanwhile, it is an important problem of TDD to reserve guard time. Inter-mobile direct communi-

cations on VHF reaches up to 600NMi. If you need guard time as round trip of the distance, the guard
time will be 7.52 ms maximum. We assume a time slot for TDD is set to 40 ms, which is the same slot
length as VDL mode 3 extended range mode. The efficiency of the time slot is (40− 7.52)/40 = 0.812.
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Channel efficiency is reduced by the existence of guard time in TDD. However, bit rate can be got by
expanding bandwidth and channel efficiency can be improved by extending time slot length. That is not
a severe defect.

As mentioned above, TDD is better way than FDD.

4 Conclusions

We have studied the functional requirements for new aeronautical CDMA communications system through
another approach. The summary of this paper is as follows.

• Current ATC systems are essentially based on half duplex. Party-line (talk group) and inter-mobile
direct communications depend on duplex scheme.

• Full duplex scheme is required to take advantage of CDMA. However, it is difficult to satisfy both
party-line and inter-mobile direct communications in FDD mode.

• FH-CDMA is a good choice to avoid near-far problem.

• VHF band is the most suitable candidate considering the propagation loss and stability.

• TDD is better way than FDD.

Although inter-mobile direct communications are low in traffic, it should be considered a lot to keep
operational compatibility with current ATC communications.
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